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Abstract. Several improvements to the MAST plant and diagnostics havefacilitated new
studies advancing the physics basis for ITER and DEMO, as well as for future spherical
tokamaks. Using the increased heating capabilitiesPNBI ≤ 3.8 MW H-mode atIp = 1.2 MA

was accessed showing that the energy confinement on MAST scales more weakly withIp

and more strongly withBt than in the ITER IPB98(y,2) scaling. Measurements of the fuel
retention of shallow pellets extrapolate to an ITER particle throughput of 70% of its original
designed total throughput capacity. The anomalous momentum diffusion,χφ, is linked to the
ion diffusion,χi, with a Prandtl number close toPφ ≈ χφ/χi ≈ 1, althoughχi approaches
neoclassical values. New high spatial resolution measurements of the edge radial electric field,
Er, show that the position of steepest gradients in electron pressure andEr (i.e. shearing rate)
are coincident, but their magnitudes are not linked. TheTe pedestal width on MAST scales

with
√

βped

pol rather thanρpol. The ELM frequency for type-IV ELMs, new in MAST, was
almost doubled usingn = 2 resonant magnetic perturbations from a set of 4 external coils
(n = 1, 2). A new internal 12 coil set (n ≤ 3) has been commissioned. The filaments in
the inter-ELM and L-mode phase are different from ELM filaments, and the characteristics in
L-mode agree well with turbulence calculations. A variety of fast particle driven instabilities
were studied from 10 kHz saturated fishbone like activity up to 3.8 MHz compressional Alfv́en
eigenmodes (CAE). Fast particle instabilities also affectthe off-axis NBI current drive, leading
to fast ion diffusion of the order of 0.5m2/s and a reduction of the driven current fraction
from 40% to 30%. EBW current drive start-up is demonstrated for the first time in a spherical
tokamak generating plasma currents up to 55 kA. Many of thesestudies contributed to the
physics basis of a planned upgrade to MAST.

1. Introduction:

MAST [1] is one of the two leading tight aspect ratio (A = ε−1 = R/a = 0.85 m/0.65 m ∼

1.3, Ip ≤ 1.5 MA) tokamaks in the world. The hotT ≤ 3 keV, densene = (0.1 −

1) × 1020 m−3 and highly shaped (δ ≤ 0.5, 1.6 ≤ κ ≤ 2.5) plasmas are accessed at
moderate toroidal fieldBt(R = 0.7 m) ≤ 0.62 T and show many similarities to conventional
aspect ratio tokamaks. Detailed physics studies using the extensive array of state of the art
diagnostics and access to different physics regimes help toconsolidate the physics basis for
ITER and DEMO [2, 3], and explore the viability of future devices based on the spherical
tokamak (ST) concept such as a component test facility (CTF) [4] or an advanced power
plant [5]. The challenge for today’s experiments is to find anintegrated scenario that
extrapolates to these future devices, in particular to develop plasmas with reduced power
load on plasma facing components, notably from edge localised modes (ELM), but high
confinement facilitated by internal or edge transport barriers. For steady state tokamak
operation non-inductive current drive techniques, including off-axis, have to be explored and
a high bootstrap current fraction is needed. Fast particle instabilities, more prominent in



future devices due to theα-particles may affect the performance of advanced fusion plasmas
by broadening the fast particle distribution or spawning more detrimental instabilities. On
MAST studies of ELM and pedestal characteristics (Sec. 3) and scrape-off layer transport
(Sec. 4) help to consolidate our understanding of the plasmaedge. These investigations are
done with and without resonant magnetic perturbations for ELM mitigation (Sec. 3.2) or in the
presence of pellet fuelling (Sec. 3.4). Core transport and confinement (Sec. 5) are scrutinised
by detailed modelling as well as scaling experiments. With its high fraction of super-Alfv́enic
particles, MAST is ideally suited to study the impact of fastparticle driven instabilities (Sec. 6)
on confinement, momentum transport (Sec. 5.3), off-axis current drive (Sec. 7.2), and develop
general understanding of fast particle instabilities. More specific for the ST is the development
of non-inductive start-up using electron Bernstein waves (EBW, Sec. 7.1). Many of the studies
benefited from the enhanced plant and diagnostic capabilities (Sec. 2), and have contributed
to an extensive physics basis for a planned upgrade to MAST (Sec. 8)

2. Diagnostic and Plant improvements:

During the last two years MAST had major plant improvements.The neutral beam heating
power was upgraded toPNBI ≤ 3.8 MW by replacing one Duopigatron source (PNBI ≤

1.7 MW, ∆t ≤ 0.4 s) with a JET style PINI injector (PNBI ≤ 2.5 MW, ∆t ≤ 5 s). A
similar upgrade is underway for the second beam line. A new toroidal array of 12 internal
four turn coils (6 above, and 6 below the mid-plane every60◦) with 2 sets of power supplies
enabling low currentIAC

TAE ≤ 4 A AC operation up-to 500 kHz (TAE), and high current
IDC
RMP ≤ 1.4 kA DC operation in each coil (RMP). These coils are used for TAE excitation

(Sec. 6) and ELM mitigation (Sec. 3.2) studies. The error field correction coils (EFC) have
been equipped with new power supplies similar to the DC powersupplies of the internal coils
freeing 2 fast amplifiers (f ≤ 1 kHz) to improve the vertical feedback control. A∆t ≤ 90 ms

PRF ≤ 0.1 MW 28 GHz gyrotron for start-up studies has also been commissioned (Sec. 7.1).
With respect to diagnostic enhancements the most notable are:

• the new 35 channel MSE system [6, 7] (∆r ≤ 2.5 cm, ∆t ≤ 5 ms, pitch angle resolution
∆α ≤ 0.5◦),

• the upgrade of the NdYAG based Thomson scattering (TS) system from a 200 Hz 4 laser
system withElas ≈ 0.9 J to a 240 Hz 8 laser system withElas ≈ 1.5 J [8],

• the new 120 chord edge Doppler system [9],

• and the unique long wavelength IR camera8.0 µm ≤ λ ≤ 10.5 µm.

The improvement of the Thomson scattering system is part of an ongoing upgrade, which
will bring the spatial resolution of the NdYAG system with 120 channels into the region
of the ion Larmor radiusρi ≈ 1 cm with a factor of two larger signal. These diagnostic
improvements are augmented by a recently developed interactive, integrated analysis package
(MC3) to improve the overall data consistency. A further major change is the upgrade of a
large fraction of the data acquisition hardware to allow up to 5s sampling and up to 10 MHz
sampling rate.



3. H-mode edge, ELM stability and fuelling:

3.1. ELMs and pedestal:

Using the NdYAG edge TS system on the low field side (LFS) [10] in conjunction with the
high field side (HFS) data from the Ruby system earlier studies on the comparison of LFS
and HFS pedestals with the Ruby system alone [11, 12] were revisited. The NdYAG edge
system enables better LFS pedestal measurements than the Ruby system due to its capability
to measure lowerTe andne. The study covered a wide data set with0.5 MA ≤ Ip ≤ 1.2 MA,
0.2 ≤ ne/nG ≤ 0.9 (nG: Greenwald density),3 ≤ q95 ≤ 7, 0.45 T ≤ Bt ≤ 0.55 T,
triangularity of0.3 ≤ δ ≤ 0.5, elongation of1.6 ≤ κ ≤ 2.1 and auxiliary heating power of
1.0 MW ≤ PNBI ≤ 3.8 MW in double null (DN) and single null (SN) configurations [13].

Of particular interest is the different behaviour of the density pedestal width,∆ne
, in

DN and SN. In DN∆ne
is narrower in flux space on the HFS than on the LFS, but not so in

SN [13]. In contrast, the temperature,∆Te
, and interestingly also the pressure,∆pe

, pedestal
widths are similar in flux space on the HFS and LFS in both configurations. This has two
major consequences in DN. Firstly, the electron pressure isnot a flux function, and secondly,
the HFS location for thene barrier andTe barrier are not the same. In DN∆ne

is the same in
real space on the HFS and the LFS showing the importance of theionisation source for the
density pedestal formation. This may be explained by the fact that the scrape-off-layer (SOL)
on the HFS is much narrower in DN than in SN [14].
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Figure 1. Variation of
ELM repetition rate with
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Figure 2. Existence space of different ELM
types with respect to electronβ andν⋆ at the
top of the pedestal.

Three different large ELM types can be distinguished in thisdata set: ELMs at high edge
collisionality (T ped

e . 0.15 keV, nped
e & 2 × 1019 m−3) where the repetition rate decreases

with increasing power (type-III); ELMs at lower edge collisionality (T ped
e & 150 eV, nped

e &

2.5×1019 m−3), but high density where the repetition rate slowly increases with power (type-I,
Fig. 1); ELMs at low collisionality and low density (T ped

e & 100 eV, nped
e . 2.5× 1019 m−3)

with characteristics of type-IV ELMs (or the low collisionality branch of type-III ELMs). In



addition a type of small ELMs withn ∼ 30 co-current rotating filaments and distinct regular
mode structure has been observed. Only a few of these filaments detach. At high pedestal
pressure approaching the type-I ELM regime, the small ELMs vanish (Fig. 2). A comparison
to small ELMs in NSTX and Alcator C-MOD [15] shows that these ELMs are distinct from
the small type-V ELMs observed on NSTX [16], because of the different mode structure and
rotation direction.

Figure 3. BES signal at the plasma
edge during a type-I ELM.
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In SN only type-I ELMs have been observed [13], although the edge stability is not
changed by the configuration [12]. These type-I ELMs are sometimes preceded by a precursor
as can be seen from Fig. 3 showing data from a trial 8 channel beam emission spectroscopy
(BES) system. This burst of edge localised fluctuations is locked in frequency to a steady core
n = 1 MHD mode (Sec. 6). For type-I ELMs the ideal edge stability analysis performed is
consistent with the peeling-ballooning theory for ELM triggering [17, 18]. The profiles just
prior to a type-I ELM are close to the peeling-ballooning stability boundary, whereas those
for the type-III and type-IV ELMs are in the ideal MHD stable region and are assumed to be
driven by resistive modes.

The type-IV ELM regime as well as the data from different magnetic configurations
help to shed light on the pedestal width scaling with respectto the co-linearity between the
normalised poloidal Larmor radiusρ⋆

pol andβpol. From the picture of turbulence suppression
by E × B flow shear one would expect the pressure pedestal width to change like∆p/a =

2
√

6ε/(1 + ε)ρ⋆
pol. On MAST, however, very little change of∆Te

is observed with respect
to ρ⋆

pol, but∆Te
clearly increases withβped

pol in suitable comparison discharges. This is similar
to the recent findings of∆p/a ∝ (ρ⋆

pol)
0.1β0.5

pol on JT60-U using deuterium and hydrogen
discharges [19]. From the full data set one gets a scaling∆Te

/a ∝ βα
pol with αDN = 0.52±0.03

andαSN = 0.47 ± 0.05 in DN and SN respectively neglecting theρ⋆
pol dependence.



3.2. ELM mitigation:

For studies of ELM mitigation by resonant magnetic perturbations MAST is now equipped
with two coil sets: The newinternal (RMP) coil set (Sec. 2) similar to the DIII-D I-coils [20],
and theexternalerror field correction coil set (EFC) with four three turn coils (IEFC ≤ 5 kA

each) each90◦ toroidal extent and∼ 4 m high on the vessel. This set-up gives flexibility in
the toroidal mode spectrumn ≤ 3 and phasing, with the poloidal spectrum determined by the
pitch angle and the current parity of the upper and lower internal coils [21].

Figure 4. Chirikov parameter as
function of normalised radius for
DIII-D ♦, JET �, MAST × (EFC
n = 2), ◦ (EFC n = 1), ⋆ (RMP
n = 3).
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With an n = 1 perturbation from theEFC coil set, in a similar way to the recent
JET studies [22], locked modes were triggered before ELMs were affected, although on



MAST a higher Chirikov parameterσChirikov [23, 24] calculated in vacuum approximation
is achieved by the coils (Fig. 4) with coil currents well below the locked mode threshold [25].
The Chirikov parameter measures the island overlapping andσChirikov > 1 indicates edge
ergodisation. In then = 2 configuration an increase of the ELM frequency from the natural
frequency offELM ≈ 0.6 kHz to fEFC

ELM ≈ 1 kHz has been observed in the low collisionality
type IV ELM regime as can be seen from Fig. 5. Here, only one of the two coil pairs was
connected to give ann = 2 perturbation and the other was used to cancel partly the intrinsic
error field. Commissioning studies with the newRMP coil set in Ohmic discharges show a
distinct density pump-out during the period when the q-profile is resonant to the perturbation.
In this period there seems also to be a small change towards more positiveEr as expected
for an ergodised edge. Initial experiments in H-mode showedthat application of the coils in
an originally ELM-free H-mode in DN configuration triggeredtype-III ELMs (Fig. 6). This
is similar to results first observed on COMPASS-D [26, 27] and has also been seen on other
devices. Here the current of initiallyIRMP = 0.8 kA (3.2 kA · turns) had to be reduced in
order to achieve a phase with regular ELMs.

3.3. Radial electric field:

The evolution and structure of the radial electric field,Er, on MAST in L-mode and H-mode
has been studied using edge Doppler spectroscopy [9].Er is derived from the radial force
balance of the observed ion species (here He+ at λ0 = 468.6 nm). Using a local helium gas
puff a spatial resolution of theEr profile of∆r = (3− 6) mm is achieved with a typical time
resolution of∆t = 5 ms on roughly 60 spatial points with a chord distance of 1.5 mm. The
evolution ofEr through an L to H transition is shown in Fig. 7. In H-mode a narrow negative
edge well evolves inEr with a typical minimum ofEmin

r ≈ −15 kV/m.
In Fig. 8 the electron pressure gradient versus the electricfield gradient calculated over

the whole pedestal region is shown for two different H-mode discharges well into an ELM free
phase. These discharges with different plasma current,Ip = 0.7 MA andIp = 1.1 MA, and
different fuelling were chosen because of their distinct difference in the width of theEr well
and the pedestal. The high current discharge has a much narrowerEr well, but a shallower
pedestal pressure compared to the low current discharge. For both discharges clearly the
strongest negative pressure gradient,∇pe is associated with the negative gradient inEr. The
magnitude of∇pe is not correlated with∇Er suggesting that physical processes other than
theE ×B flow shearing rate limit the∇pe [9].

3.4. Pellet fuelling:

Using an 8 barrel pellet injector the particle transport in MAST was studied with
pneumatically accelerated pellets. Typical pellet speedsbetween250 m/s ≤ vpellet ≤

400 m/s from the high field side (HFS) top of the machine result in shallow pellet injection
between0.6 ≤ ρpel =

√

ψN,pel ≤ 0.9. The pellet trajectory has been observed using unfiltered
high speed visible imaging as well as time averaged narrow band filtered visible imaging in a
line free region atλ = (523.44 ± 0.32) nm to measure bremsstrahlung. These data are used
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to establish the pellet deposition radiusρpel [28]. High resolution TS measurements with the
single time Ruby system event triggered from the pellet system itself are used to determine
the pellet retention timeτpel [28, 29].

Fig. 9 shows that at ITER like deposition radius the retention time normalised to the
energy confinement time in ELMy H-mode is onlyτpel/τE = 0.2. Hence the particle
throughput estimated for ITERΦpel ≈ neS(a − rpel)/τpel ≈ 70 Pam3/s is about 70% of
the originally foreseen ITER design value, which would haveleft little headroom for other
gas throughput from gas puffing or ELM-pacing pellets. Here nominal values are used for
ITER [2] of ne = 1020 m−3, plasma surfaceS = 683 m2 andτE = 3.7 s. Comparisons with
predictive pellet ablation codes show that the∇B-drift as well as the plasma pre-cooling due
to the drift is needed in order to understand the post pelletne profiles on MAST. The mostly
adiabatic response of the kinetic profiles to the perturbation by the pellet leads to a shorter
Te gradient lengthLTe

= Te/(∇Te) in the region of the positive density gradient. This leads
to an increased turbulence level in this region according tocalculations with the GS2 [30]
and CUTIE [31] codes. This increased turbulence leads to an increased inwards particle flux
which is needed to understand the pellet retention time [28]. As can be seen from the square
in Fig. 9 the pellet retention time simulated with CUTIE by approximating the pellet particle
source is in good agreement with the experiment.
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Figure 11. Filamentary structures in the inter ELM period (left), L-mode (middle) and during
an ELM (right) with the magnetic field lines overlayed.

4. SOL modelling and Edge filaments:

In recent years much attention was devoted to ELM filaments [32–34] (Fig. 11 right), but it has
been long known that the intermittent L-mode transport is also filamentary [35, 36] (Fig. 11
middle). Careful background subtraction shows that field-aligned filaments are also present in
inter ELM periods [37] (Fig. 11 left). The characteristics of these filaments as deduced from
the visible imaging are listed in Table 1 [38]. This comparison suggests that the sporadic inter-
ELM filaments are more closely related to L-mode filaments than to ELM filaments (e.g. drift
waves rather than ideal MHD). The L-mode turbulence was modelled using the BOUT code
[39] in good agreement with the experimental data. It shouldbe noted that the small ELMs
described in Sec. 3.1 are different from the inter-ELM filaments with respect to their mode



Table 1. Filament properties from fast imaging and BOUT L-mode modelling (τ : life time,
vr,φ: radial, toroidal velocity,N number of filaments,Lrad,θ: radial, poloidal scale length)

Regime τ (µs) vr (km/s) vφ (km/s) N Lrad (cm) Lθ (cm)
L-mode 40 - 60 0.5 - 1.5 2 - 9 20 - 50 5 - 10 7 - 9

Inter-ELM 50 - 120 1 - 2 3 - 12.5 10 - 40 3 - 5 9 - 12
ELM 100 - 180 1→ 9 10 - 30 10 - 20 4 - 6 2 - 6

BOUT L-mode ∼ 0.5 ∼ 40 ∼ 5

structure. In contrast to the inter-ELM filaments, the smallELM shows a very regular distinct
mode structure in the visible imaging. Empirical modellingto include filamentary effects on
SOL transport is underway [40].

5. Core Confinement and Transport:

Transport in MAST is investigated using analytic theory anda variety of codes including gyro-
kinetic (flux-tube: GS2; global: ORB5, GYRO) and mesoscale MHD turbulence simulations,
predictive modelling with reduced theoretical models, andinterpretative modelling [41]. In
many cases, the experimentally observed toroidal flow shearis sufficient to suppress long
wavelength (ITG) turbulence. Predictive modelling of non sawtoothing L-mode discharges
was done with GLF23, TGLF, and ORB5 [41, 42]. GLF23 and TGLF tend to underestimate
the core transport (r/a < 0.4) with E × B shear stabilisation enabled (in particular for the
electrons) and overestimate the ion transport withoutE×B shear. ORB5 withoutE×B shear
underestimates core transport. TGLF predicts electron transport dominated by high-k (ETG)
turbulence, but other mechanisms such as MHD or fast particle driven micro-tearing may also
cause significant electron transport leading to the less peakedTe andTi profiles as observed
and predicted by CUTIE (albeit for circular flux surfaces and zero particle trapping). The non
linear CPTM model [43] has been used on H-mode discharges, giving reasonable agreement
for ne andTe profiles.

5.1. Energy confinement scaling:

The MAST H-mode confinement scaling data base was expanded tohigher plasma current
Ip ≤ 1.2 MA and higher heating powersPNBI ≤ 3.8 MW. Furthermore, dedicated scaling
experiments with respect to the toroidal fieldBt andIp have been performed. An example of
such a scan in case ofBt is shown in Fig. 12. The data now approach theIp/Irod ≈ 0.65 of an
ST-CTF design point [4] at stored energies ofWmag = 150 kJ. With respect to dimensionless
parameters the MAST data set connects to CTF values inρ⋆, qeng, andβN but extrapolation
with respect toν⋆ is still more than an order of magnitude. In terms of engineering parameters
the MAST data set as well as the dedicated scans support a slightly weaker scaling ofτE,
with Ip and a much stronger scaling withBt than the IPB98(y,2) scaling [29]. This is in
agreement with results from NSTX [44]. Depending on the scaling method the coefficients
for Ip andBt are0.4 ≤ αIp ≤ 0.6 and1.3 ≤ αBt

≤ 1.6 respectively compared toαIp = 0.93



Figure 12. Two point magnetic
field scan showing the strong scal-
ing of confinement withBt on
MAST [29].
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current ST-CTF design point compared the assumedHH = 1.3. Transport analysis indicates
that the different scaling ofτE with Ip andBt in ST’s may arise from a dependence of the
effective heat diffusivity ofχeff ∝ χGBq

αqναν

⋆ with αq . 1 andαν ≈ 3/4 (χGB gyro-
Bohm diffusivity). This is slightly weaker inq and stronger inν⋆ than found in conventional
tokamaks. It may well be that this different scaling is a manifestation of the dominant ETG
turbulence as indicated by predictive modelling whilst ITGand TEM turbulence is largely
suppressed.

5.2. Particle and impurity confinement:
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A number of quasi steady state L-mode discharges were used toinvestigate the global



particle transport in MAST by looking at the parameter dependence of the density peaking
n̂ = ne,0/〈ne〉. A strong inverse correlation ofγj⋆n̂ = −0.62 is seen with the dimensionless,
averaged current densityj⋆ = µ0IpR/(SplBt) on MAST (γxy = (

∑

xiyi − nx̄ȳ)/[(n −

1)σxσy]; σ the standard deviation,Spl: area of the poloidal cross section). A slightly stronger
and positive correlation ofγn̂s̄ = 0.72 is observed with̄s = q95/q0, and a weak negative
correlation with loop voltageVloop. Almost no correlation is seen withν⋆. In then̂ versusj⋆
space the MAST data are well aligned with TCV data from Ref. [46]. The strong correlation
with j⋆ and notVloop suggests the presence of a turbulent pinch [47] with the Warepinch
playing a minor role.

A pinch in the core (r/a < 0.6) of the order ofVZ ≈ −10 m/s is also observed for
the main impurity Carbon. In Fig. 13 the profile of the ratio of pinch velocity and diffusion
coefficientVZ/DZ for C6+ in a typical L-mode discharge is shown. The transport coefficient
profiles are derived from modelling the measuredZeff profile by solving the particle balance
∂nZ/∂t = −∇{−DZ∇nZ + VZnZ} + ΣjSZj (SZ,j: source terms) using the STRAHL
code [45] with a constant diffusion coefficient ofDZ = 1 m2/s consistent with a particle
confinement time ofτp ≈ a2/(6DZ) ≈ 0.05 s. Here, C is assumed to be the only impurity
and the profiles ofTe andne, as well as the C influx are measured. The modelling suggests
an outward convection for the impurities of order ofVZ ≈ 15 m/s in the periphery due to
a minimum in theZeff and C6+ profiles aroundr/a ∼ 0.6. Such a minimum requires the
reversal ofVZ for realistic profiles ofDZ . The low impurity peaking in the core indicates that
turbulent transport or outward convection balances the neoclassical inward pinch.

5.3. Momentum confinement:

Understanding the plasma flow has become increasingly important in recent years. This is not
only because of the impact on plasma confinement due to turbulence suppression by sheared
flows [48, 49], which give rise to internal transport barriers (ITB), but also due to the impact
of flow on MHD stability [50, 51]. Plasmas in NBI heated spherical tokamaks show a fast
toroidal rotation with thermal Mach numbers measured on MAST of up toMth = vφ/vth .

0.8 [52]. On many tokamaks a link between momentum confinement and energy confinement
has been observed [53], with the so called Prandtl numberPφ = χφ/χi ≈ 1 relating ion
momentum and ion energy diffusivity. This is consistent with theoretical studies of ITG
transport. In particular in discharges with counter current NBI a substantial improvement
of the confinement with plasma rotation is observed [54]. This can be readily understood by
flow shear stabilisation of turbulence [48, 55], the shear onMAST being sufficient to stabilise
ITG turbulence [55] (see above).

On MAST Pφ is also of the order unity, as can be seen from Fig. 14 [56] showing the
profile of Pφ for various time slices in a number of L-mode (green) and H-mode (magenta)
discharges calculated using the TRANSP code [57]. The data naturally have a large scatter,
but clump aroundPφ ≈ 1 for 0.1 < ρ < 0.7 decreasing towards the edge. Even thoughχi



approaches neoclassical values, momentum transport is still dominated by turbulent processes,
because for neoclassical transportχneo

φ << χneo
i (by one or two orders of magnitude).

Hence, the residual turbulence contributes little toχi but dominatesχφ. A correction of the
TRANSPχeff.

φ by a momentum pinch generated by the “Coriolis drift” influencing small scale
instabilities [58]χφ = χeff

φ [1 − (LωV
pinch
φ )/Ln]−1 with RV pinch

φ = −χφ(R/Ln + 4)/2 and
Ln the density gradient length, increasesPφ in the plasma edge, whereLn is short, leading to
Pφ >> 1.

6. Fast particle instabilities:

The low toroidal fieldBt ≈ 0.5 T in beam heated STs has the consequence that the speed
of the injected particles is well above the Alfvén velocity vA = Bt/

√

(µ0

∑

i nimi) ≈

1 × 106 m/s for beam energiesENBI > 30 keV. Therefore, a wide variety of Alfv́enic
and fast particle driven activity is observed on MAST [59, 60].

In particular a fast particle drivenn = 1 internal kink is observed with several harmonics
at frequenciesfLLM = (10 − 80) kHz [59]. The mode develops, as q evolves, out ofn = 1

chirping fishbone activity. In some shots the mode couples tolow frequency tearing activity
in other shots it has been observed to transform back into chirping fishbone activity. During
the life time of this mode a reduction of core electron and iontemperature, core rotation and
core density in H-mode is observed. This can be interpreted by an increased loss of fast ions
due to this mode, which is consistent with bolometer measurements sensitive to fast particle
losses and TRANSP analysis showing too high a neutron rate.
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Magnetic activity has been observed up tof ≤ 3.8 MHz. Modes withfCAE =

(0.6 − 3.8) MHz have been identified as Compressional Alfvén Eigenmodes (CAE) by their
elliptic polarisation withδB|| of the order ofδB⊥ [59, 61] (Fig. 15). An eigenmode analysis



for the measured frequencies and mode numbers, together with the resonance condition for
the beam, places these modes around mid radius on the LFS. In this region2πfCAE & ωci.
CAE’s have also been identified at lower frequencies aroundωci/2 suggesting that CAE’s exist
in two distinct ranges ofk||. At lower frequencyfTAE = (0.1 − 0.2) MHz the polarisation of
toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE) has been measured showing their shear-Alfv én character.

6.1. TAE damping:

Apart from studying the unstable modes as discussed in the previous section one can also
study the stable modes by actively exciting them with an antenna. For this each of the 6 lower
coils of the new internal 12 coils set (Sec. 3.2) can be connected to individual 500 W power
amplifiers driving a maximum currentIAC

int ≤ 4 A with frequencies up tofcoil ≤ 0.5 MHz.
The 6 upper coils are then used as detection coils supplementing the extensive set of LFS
Mirnov coils.

Initial experiments were started in 2007 using two of three test coils (toroidal locations:
0◦, 60◦, and180◦) in n = 1 configuration. As can be seen from Fig. 16 showing the magnetic
spectrogram during an antenna sweep from 85 kHz to 180 kHz, there are two resonances at
t1 ≈ 65 ms andt2 ≈ 120 ms at frequenciesfEAE ≈ 0.14 MHz close to the frequency of
Ellipticity-induced Alfvén Eigenmodes [62] on MAST. The detailed interpretation of these
resonances is the subject of on-going theoretical and experimental work now the full set of
coils is commissioned.

7. Current Drive and Start-up:

One of the major challenges for future steady state STs with high neutron flux is plasma
start-up, current ramp-up and current sustainment withouta high flux solenoid. Furthermore,
low order rational surfaces have to be avoided by operating with qmin > 1.3, because of the
detrimental impact of lownMHD such as infernal modes [50], NTMs and “monster” sawteeth
[51].

7.1. EBW start-up:

A short pulse (∆t ≤ 90 ms) 100 kW fECRH = 28 GHz ECRH system was commissioned
to study plasma start-up with EBW current drive [63]. The waves are launched in O-mode
(ncut−off ≈ 1019 m−3) from the LFS and converted to X-mode using a grooved tile at the
mid-plane of the centre column as a mirror-polariser. At theupper hybrid resonance the X-
mode waves are converted into electrostatic EBW waves [64] and subsequently absorbed at
the Doppler shifted electron cyclotron resonance. The waves are launched with a poloidal
angle ofα ≈ 10◦ from below the mid-plane and are absorbed above the mid-plane. With a
symmetrical vertical field,Bv, following the RF break-down a pressure driven current appears
near the mid-plane slowly shifting downwards as a negative EBW driven current appears
above the mid-plane. These two currents repel each other andlead to a decay of the total
plasma current regardless of furtherBv ramp-up or RF injection. This loss of plasma current



can be prevented by either shifting the plasma initially up until closed flux surfaces (CFS) form
or by applying a concave curvature to the vertical field usingthe divertor coils with inverted
current during the initial phase of the plasma formation. Once CFS are established the plasma
is shifted to the vertically stable mid-plane position or the divertor coils can be operated in
their normal polarisation. Using these two techniques hot plasmas withne ≤ 2×1018 m−3 and
Te ≤ 0.7 keV have been sustained for200 ms. The pure EBW driven current isIp = 17 kA

at constantBv. With Bv ramp-up this can be increased toIp = 33 kA, and by using less than
0.5% of the available solenoid flux (Ψsol = 0.2 V × 20 ms) Ip = 55 kA can be sustained.

7.2. Off-axis NBCD and current ramp-up optimisation:

For future ST devices a broad current profile withqmin > 1.3 is needed to achieve high
elongation with high bootstrap current and to avoid detrimental low n MHD. In order to
sustain such a profile one needs off-axis current drive, since the current diffusion as well
as the on axis NBI will lead to a peaked current profile in the flat-top eventually. Off-axis
NBI on MAST is achieved by shifting the magnetic axis of the plasma far off the mid-plane
(∆Zmag . 0.35 m) [65]. Te, plasma energyWpl, and neutron rateSn in these extreme SN
discharges (Ip = 0.6 MA, PNBI = 3.5 MW) are comparable to similar DN discharges,
although the confinement of the beam should be better in DN. This suggests either a higher
energy confinement in the off-axis heated SN discharges compared to the DN discharges, or
a better confinement of the off-axis beam than classical beammodeling suggests.

Figure 17. TRANSP simulations
of NB driven current for various
values of anomalous fast particle
diffusionDb due to fishbones.
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Analysis using TRANSP suggests that about 30% of the total current is driven off-axis
with the peak atr/a ≈ 0.4 (Fig. 17). To match the measured neutron rate,Sn, andWpl

with TRANSP an ad-hoc anomalous fast ion diffusion ofDb ≈ 0.5 m2/s was introduced.
However, the discrepancy only exists fromt1 = 0.2 s to t2 = 0.4 s, otherwiseDb ≈ 0.
During this time strongn = 1 fishbone activity is observed. This activity may well lead tothe
radial transport of fast ions [66]. The effect of the anomalous fast ion diffusion on the current
profile is shown in Fig. 17. The level is comparable to values reported from DIII-D [66] and
ASDEX Upgrade [67].

First measurements with the new MSE system [7] for downwardsshifted, Zmag =
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−0.17 m SN plasmas are shown in Fig. 18 for two discharges with a different NBI onset.
Both measurements are at the same time in the discharge. The data shown in black is well
into the heating phase with off-axisPNBI = 1.9 MW and the data shown in blue are taken
just at the delayed onset of the NBI in a similar discharge. Itis evident that the difference
in heating and possibly current drive leads to a clearly measurable difference in polarisation
angle. The solid lines are the fit to the poloidal angle using the typical 1D MSE constraint
in the EFIT equilibrium reconstruction. The correspondingcurrent profiles are plotted in
Fig. 19 showing a broader profile for the beam heated case. This data are consistent with
off-axis NBCD, and illustrates the capabillity of the diagnostic. Nevertheless, validation by
dedicated TRANSP modeling is on-going to evaluate the differences inj(R) that may arise
from the different heating schema and therefore different current profile evolution during the
ramp phase alone.

In future devices non inductive current ramp up, e.g. EBWCD andNBCD will, be used
to form the current profile for the steady state. The high neoclassical resistivity in an ST,
however, leads to a fast current penetration, and thereforeto a rapid peaking of the current
profile. This may be avoided by optimising the current ramp upwith respect to heating,
fuelling and current ramp rate. The q-profile formation during the ramp phase was analysed
using TRANSP for a set of discharges with varying density andcurrent ramp rates, as well as
different NBI (PNBI = 1.4 MW) onset during the current ramp [68, 69]. The TRANSP runs
were benchmarked against theqmin evolution estimated from the onset of Alfvén cascades
[59] as well as the onset of other MHD. The q-profiles at the endof the current ramp were
compared. Without NBI the density ramp rate has little effect on the always monotonic q-
profile. With a faster current ramp the whole q-profile is elevated. Early NBI leads to a
reversal of the q-profile due to off-axis (r/a ≈ 0.4 − 0.5) pile-up of Ohmic current (the NB
driven current is only5% − 7%). This is more pronounced with the faster density ramp. The



on axis NBI heats the core reducing the resistivity, therefore increasing the current penetration
time. This heating is proportional toIp andne. Using this technique q-profiles withqmin > 2

were formed approaching those foreseen in the upgraded MAST.

8. An upgrade to MAST

A possible future for the ST line is the prospect of realisinga compact and low tritium
consumption CTF without relying on tritium breeding. The main elements of the physics basis
for such a device are still missing and require upgrades to existing STs. As an illustration
of the type of upgrade needed we outline one being developed for MAST. Such a device
would also provide strong contributions to ITER and DEMO physics in areas such as energetic
particle physics, finite Larmor radius effects, model and theory testing, and physics database
consolidation.

The key aim of the upgrade is to provide long pulse quasi stationary discharges with an
actively driven, broad current profile to demonstrate plasma scenarios and provide a research
platform. The elevated q-profile withqmin > 1.4 − 2 needs to be sustained for flat-top
times in excess of several current diffusion times,τR ≈ (0.5 − 0.9) s. To achieve this, in
particular, a flexible current drive system including off-axis current drive as well as good
density control are needed. The former will be provided by upto five neutral beam injectors
with PNBI = 2.5 MW each. The beam configuration has up-to four beams injecting in co-
current direction, including two off-axis beams mounted 70cm above the mid-plane, and
one on-axis beam injecting in counter current direction, allowing for extensive q-profile and
rotation control. The density control will be achieved by a closed divertor with strong cryo-
pumping. In Fig. 20 a current CAD configuration drawing overlaid with a typical equilibrium

Figure 20. Schematic CAD draw-
ing of the planned upgrade to
MAST overlaid with a modelled
equilibrium from TRANSP for a
typical discharge. The key param-
eters are tabulated below.

Ip . 2 MA

Bt . 0.8 T

∆tft . 5 s

δ 0.6
κ 2.5
PNBI 12.5 MW

PEBW 1 MW

fNI . 1

from a TRANSP calculation is depicted. The outer poloidal field coils are drawn in yellow,



the load assembly structures in gray and the cryo-pumps in blue. To allow good strike point
control, necessary to achieve good pumping efficiency, the present single divertor coils in the
upper and lower divertor are replaced by four in-vessel coils and one HFS ex-vessel coil in
each of the two divertors. The ex-vessel HFS coil also provides higher shaping capabilities.
Furthermore an additional ex-vessel HFS shaping coil is added at the mid-plane.

The low densityne/nG . 0.24 together with the high heating power leads to a high fast
particle fractionβfast = (2 − 20)% dominating the free energy as in burning plasma devices.
To study plasma confinement and transport in a wide operatingregime the toroidal field will
be increased by about 50% and the plasma current capability by a factor of two in sutained
Ip. The projected performance derived from a large number of TRANSP simulations using
relatively conservative assumptions such as existing kinetic profiles and H-mode confinement
with HH98 = τE/τ

IPB98(y,2)
E ≈ 1 include scenarios with 100% non-inductive current drive

at Ip = 1.2 MA sustainable for over5τR. Here, most of the current is neutral beam driven
allowing detailed studies of NBCD physics and plasma currentcontrol without a solenoid.

Other important areas are the proof of principle test of EBW heating and current drive
using aPEBW = (1 − 2) MW or the test of novel divertor concepts such as the extended
(“super”) X-divertor [70]. Such a divertor concept may be needed for DEMO if radiative
cooling of a conventional divertor proves to be too difficult, and may be crucial for a CTF.
ELM suppression coils as well as a continuous pellet injector for fuelling and possibly also
ELM control studies are also planned. This package of changes would make the overall device
a flexible tool to address the physics needs for future tokamaks.

9. Conclusions:

Over the last two years research on MAST has made contributions to a variety of areas
important not only for future spherical tokamaks (ST), but importantly also for ITER and
DEMO. This is facilitated by continuous improvements to plant, diagnostics and analysis
techniques. Notable contributions to ITER and DEMO physicsare in the areas of pellet
fuelling, ELM and pedestal physics, as well as fast particledriven instabilities. More ST
specific areas include off-axis neutral beam current drive (NBCD), and electron Bernstein
wave current drive (EBWCD) start-up. Many of the studies done are original to the ST.
In particular shallow pellet fuelling, ELM mitigation withoff mid-planen = 3 coils, the
active excitation of otherwise stable Alfvén eigenmodes, off-axis NBCD, and EBWCD start-
up are unique in the ST. Here, a possible design limitation inthe original ITER design
with respect to particle throughput was explored. The frequency of ELMs was increased
with n = 2 resonant magnetic perturbations using external coils. 30%off-axis current
was driven withPNBI = 3.5 MW, and plasma start-up with EBWCD was demonstrated
(Ip = 55 kA with 0.5% solenoid swing andPRF = 0.1 MW). In order to model MAST
plasmas adequately turbulence, predictive transport and MHD codes are continually improved
by the requirements to include strong flow shear, finite pressureβ (electromagnetic effects),
and finite Larmor radius physics. For example the new TGLF reduced transport model is
tested using MAST discharges giving reasonable agreement,but only if E × B flow shear



is included. The different energy confinement scaling for the ST with weakerI0.6
p and

strongerB1.4
t dependence than the IPB98(y,2) scaling may already emphasise the differences

expected in future highβ regimes and could lead to a different design optimisation for an
ST-CTF. The near isotropic fast particle distribution at theresonant Alfv́en velocity mimics
burning plasmas and Alfv́enic activity with elliptic polarisation is observed with frequencies
up to f = 3.8 MHz of the order of the ion cyclotron frequency. The fast particle driven
activity is already seen to affect neutral beam heating, current drive and torque. Challenging
measurements like the structure of the edge radial electricfield with resolution better than the
ion Larmor radius, the q-profile (motional Stark effect) at low magnetic field, and the local
density fluctuations (beam emission spectroscopy) allow new physics to be investigated such
as the interplay between pressure gradient and electric field gradient. The characterisation of
the dynamics of inter-ELM and L-mode filaments will guide theinterpretation of scrape-off
layer transport. The research also consolidates the physics basis of an upgrade to MAST,
designed to study current drive and fast particle physics, as well as divertor power handling
and pumping in long pulses with a relaxed current profile.
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